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요   약 
 

This paper presents a graph-based method of detecting and tracking moving objects in H.264/SVC 
bitstreams for video surveillance applications that makes use the information from spatial base and 
enhancement layers of the bitstreams. In the base layer, segmentation of real moving objects are first 
performed using a spatio-temporal graph by removing false detected objects via graph pruning and graph 
projection, followed by graph matching to precisely identify the real moving objects over time even under 
occlusion. For the accurate detection and reliable tracking of moving objects in the enhancement layer, as 
well as saving computational complexity, the identified block groups of the real moving objects in the base 
layer are then mapped to the enhancement layer to provide accurate and efficient object detection and 
tracking in the bitstreams of higher resolution. Experimental results show the proposed method can 
produce reliable results with low computational complexity in both spatial layers of H.264/SVC test 
bitstreams.  

 
1. Introduction 

H.264/SVC (Scalable Video Coding) is the extension to 
H.264/AVC video coding standard, which inherits all the 
advantages brought by H.264/AVC and further has a 
combined spatial, temporal and quality scalability features 
with high coding efficiency to provide scalable bitstreams 
[1]. The scalable bitstreams of H.264/SVC can easily be 
adaptable to the various terminal devices and networks. In 
surveillance applications, these scalable features enable the 
utilization of surveillance video recording with different 
purposes. For example, a surveillance camera equipped 
with a scalable video encoder may produce two layers of 
bitstreams in which the high quality bitstreams can be used 
for ad-hoc monitoring, while the lower quality bitstreams 
can be used for preservation with smaller amounts of data 
[2]. 

The proposed method in this paper is the extension of 
object detection and tracking method in H.264/AVC [3]. 
Since the spatial base layer of H.264/SVC has the same 
structure as H.264/AVC, the method proposed in [3] can 
easily be applied in the spatial base layer H.264/SVC and 

can then be extended to the spatial enhancement layers.  

This paper is organized as follow: In Section 2, we first 
describe the construction of the spatial and spatio-
temporal graphs; In Section 3, graph pruning, graph 
projection and graph matching are reviewed in brief; 
Section 4 discusses the mapping of the identified graphs 
from the spatial base layer to the spatial enhancement 
layer; In Section 5, we present our experimental results; 
and we conclude the paper in Section 6. 

2. Graph Structure 
The definitions of the spatial graph and the spatio-

temporal graph are based on [3]. Let 
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zero motion vectors and/or non-zero residue for which 

each 4×4 block corresponds to a vertex  f
kmv  in a block 

group that corresponds to the subgraph f
mg . The order 

f
mg  is the number of 4×4 blocks in the group. The edge 
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An attribute for a vertex f
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elements of the attribute denote the location )(
f
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direction )( f
kmvD , motion vector magnitude )( f

kmvM , and 

residue amount )(
f
km
ve  of the 4×4 block, respectively, 

which characterizes the corresponding moving object 
candidate [3]. 

The spatio-temporal graph is constructed in the spatial 
base layer by defining a weighted graph where the vertices 
are composed of the spatial graphs within a moving window 
of five consecutive frames. For reliable detection and 
tracking of the spatial graphs in time evolution, the edges of 
the spatio-temporal graphs connect the subgraphs of 
spatial graphs in every two consecutive frames within the 
moving window, and the similarity of two connected 
subgraphs can be determined as the weight of their edge. 
Fig. 1 shows an example of a spatio-temporal graph. 

 

Fig. 1. An example of spatio-temporal graph constructed in 
five consecutive frames in spatial layer L. The edges show 
the correspondences between two vertices (a subgraph in 
spatial graph) in two consecutive frames. 

We define a weighted spatio-temporal graph in the 

spatial layer L as ),,( LLLL wEVG =  where its vertex 

set is defined as the vertices of subgraphs in each of 
frames f, f-1, f-2, f-3 and f-4, respectively, in the spatial 
layer L. The edges, the relation between two vertices in 
two consecutive frames, are defined as the relation 
between two spatial graphs in different frames. The weight 

of the edge Lw  is determined by calculating the similarity 
in distance between two vertices, and is given by 
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where ( )Lkf
nk

c ,−v  indicates the location attribute value of  

kn -th vertex Lkf
nk

,−v  in frame f-k in the spatial layer L. 

Here kk Nn ≤≤0  indicates the vertex index, and kN  is 

the total number of vertices of the spatio-temporal graph 

in frame f-k. The location attribute ( )Lfnc ,v  of the n-th 

vertex Lf
n
,v  in frame f for the spatio-temporal graph LG  

is defined as the average of the location attribute values 

{ }fmf
km gkvc ≤≤1:)( of vertices { }fmf

km gkv ≤≤1:  of the 

corresponding subgraph f
mg .  

3. Graph Processing 
The graph processing consists of graph pruning, graph 

projection and graph matching in the spatial base layer as 
defined in [3]. Graph pruning process is performed to 
remove false blocks being detected as parts of moving 

objects by pruning the spatio-temporal graph LG using the 

method proposed in [3] only in the spatial base layer L=0. 
The criterion of the proposed graph pruning is determined 
by the similarity of location attribute values between two 
vertices of the spatio-temporal graph in two consecutive 
frames. To find such similarity, we observe the edge 

weight Lw  between a pair of vertices 0, =Lf
nv  and 

0,1 =− Lf
mv  in spatio-temporal graph in the spatial base layer 

L=0, where n and m denote the index of the vertices in 

frame f and f-1, respectively. If the edge Lw  between the 
two vertices is larger than the value of the block unit size 

of 4×4, then vertex 0, =Lf
nv  is indicated as false-positive 

object and thus removed. 

Graph projection is performed to recover the missing 

vertices. Let  0,ˆ =Lf
nv  be the missing vertex to be 

recovered in frame f of the spatial base layer L=0. The 
graph projection is performed by firstly projecting the 

attribute values of the corresponding vertex 0,1 =− Lf
mv  in 

frame f-1 to the attribute values of  0,ˆ =Lf
nv  so that the 

two vertices have the same attribute values. Next, the 

location attribute of the projected vertex 0,ˆ =Lf
nv  is 

updated based on motion vector values of 0,1 =− Lf
mv , 

Graph matching is performed in the spatial base layer 
as proposed in [3]. It consists of: i) adjacent vertex 
matching to matches two vertices with similar attribute 
values for location in two consecutive (adjacent) frames, f-
1and f, in the spatial base layer; and ii) conditional vertex 
matching to matches two vertices under a certain condition 
when vertex attributes cannot be obtained, for example, in 
case of occlusion, the vertex matching shall be performed 
by taking into account the change in the total number of 
subgraphs between two spatial graphs before and after 
occlusion, and also by considering the selection of a 
different reference frame θ−f  instead of 1−f  for 
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vertex matching. 

4. Graph Mapping 
The purpose of inter-layer graph mapping is to 

efficiently identify the real moving objects in the spatial 
enhancement layer from the detection and tracking results 
in the spatial base layer without graph pruning, graph 
projection and graph matching processing in the spatial 
enhancement layer. As the vertices of a spatio-temporal 
graph in the spatial base layer are identified by graph 
matching, the location attributes of the vertices are then 
mapped to the same frame in the spatial enhancement layer 
to determine the groups (subgraphs) of blocks 
(subvertices) that are parts of the real moving objects in 
that layer.  

Vertex 0, =Lf
nv  that has been identified in the spatial 

base layer in frame f is mapped into frame f in the spatial 
enhancement layer. The mapping process is performed as 
follows: firstly, the location attribute of each subvertex of 

0, =Lf
nv  are scaled up twice of their attribute values in the 

case of the dyadic structure of spatial scalability; secondly, 
when the location attributes of subvertices of a subgraph in 
the spatial enhancement layer are overlapped with the 

location attributes of the mapped vertex 0, =Lf
nv , the 

subgraph is selected as a real moving object in the spatial 

enhancement layer, which corresponds to 1, =Lf
nv .  

Fig. 2 shows an illustration of inter-layer graph 

mapping process. Here, the vertex 0,
1

=Lfv  in frame f of 

the spatial base layer is mapped to the subgraph in frame f 
of the spatial enhancement layer L=1. Since the 

subvertices of subgraph 1,
2

=Lfg  are overlapped with the 

subvertices of the mapped 0,
1

=Lfv , 1,
2

=Lfg  is selected as 

1,
1

=Lfv  which is the corresponding moving object in the 

spatial enhancement layer and the remaining subgraphs, 
1,

1
=Lfg , 1,

3
=Lfg , and 1,

4
=Lfg , are segmented out as 

background. In order to accurately represent moving object 
regions in the spatial enhancement layer, a spatio-temporal 
refinement with spatial and temporal filtering of subvertices 

is performed for the vertices 1, =Lf
nv which are the 

subgraphs in the spatial enhancement layer. For spatial 

subvertex filtering, a subvertex of 1, =Lf
nv  is filtered out if 

it has less than three neighboring subvertices. For temporal 

subvertex filtering, a subvertex of 1, =Lf
nv  is filtered out if 

it has no co-located vertices in 1,1 =− Lf
ng  (a subgraph in 

previous frame of the spatial enhancement layer prior to 
refinement) having more than three neighboring vertices.  
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Fig. 2. An illustration of inter-layer graph mapping from 
spatial base layer to the spatial enhancement layer and 
intra-layer graph refinement from frame f to frame f-1 in 
spatial enhancement layer 

5. Experiments Results 
The proposed object detection and tracking algorithm is 

tested in two surveillance video sequences encoded with 
H.264/SVC reference software JSVM 9.14. The sequences 
are encoded in Baseline profile with GOP structure of 
IPPP…, frame rate of 30fps, and quantization parameter 
QP=32. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

 

(c) 

Fig. 3. Generated ROI of (a) PETS2001-4, (b) Walkgroup, 
and (c) PETS2001 sequences in the spatial base layer and 
spatial enhancement layers. 

Experiments results shows the moving objects can be 
reliably detected in both spatial base layer and spatial 
enhancement layer as shown in Fig.3 for objects with 
different moving speed in PETS2001-4, detecting group of 
persons in Walkgroup and handle occlusion in PETS2001 
respectively. Table I shows the comparison of processing 
speed between performing full graph processing in the 
spatial base layer and in the spatial enhancement layer 
without graph mapping. As shown in Table I, full graph 

Intra-layer graph 

refinement 

Inter-layer graph 

mapping 
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processing in the enhancement base layer increases 
computational complexity. 

Table I. Average processing speed comparison 
between spatial base layer and spatial enhancement layer 

Sequences Frames Layer/size Speed (fps) Δ  

PETS2001 290 
L=0 384×288 88.11 

+62.02 
L=1 764×576 26.09 

PETS2001
-4 

245 
L=0 384×288 138.14 +108.6

1 L=1 764×576 29.53 

Speedway 195 
L=0 352×288 86.81 

+69.9 
L=1 704×576 16.91 

Walkgroup 345 
L=0 320×240 82.06 

+51.63 
L=0 640×480 30.43 

6. Conclusions 
We have presented a novel graph-based moving object 

detection and tracking  in H.264/SVC by performing graph 
mapping to reduce computational complexity yet producing 
reliable detection and tracking result.  
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